This paper presents a novel, causally-inspired approach to domain adaptation which aims to also include unlabelled data in the model fitting when labelled data is scarce. We consider a case of covariate-shift adaptation with cause and effect features, and-drawing from recent ideas in causal modelling and invariant predictionshow how this setting leads to, what we will refer to as, a semi-generative model: P (Y, X eff |X cau , θ). Our proposed approach is robust to changes in the distribution over causal features, and naturally allows to impose model constraints by unsupervised learning of a map from causes to effects. In experiments on synthetic datasets we demonstrate a significant improvement in classification performance of our semi-generative model over purely-supervised and importance-weighting baselines when the amount of labelled data is small. Moreover, we apply our approach for regression on real-world protein-count data and compare it to feature transformation methods.
Introduction
With advances in both algorithms and hardware, the amount of high-quality, labelled training data is becoming the bottleneck for many machine learning tasks. Methods for making good use of available unlabelled data are thus an active area of research with great potential. Semi-supervised learning aims to improve a model of P (Y |X) through a better estimate of the marginal P (X), obtainable via unlabelled data from the same distribution [2] . However, due to different data sources, experimental set-ups, or sampling processes, this i.i.d. assumption is often violated in practice [20] . Domain adaptation, on the other hand, aims to adapt a model trained on a source domain (or distribution) to a different, but related target distribution from which no, or only limited, labelled data is available [9, 15] . This situation arises, for example, when training and test sets are not drawn from the same distribution. By considering a particular problem set-up, this paper aims to investigate the possibility of semi-supervised learning in a domain adaptation setting, that is, not only adapting but also actively improving a model given unlabelled data from different distributions.
In this work, we focus on the most commonly used assumption in domain adaptation: the covariate shift assumption [19, 21] . With D = 0 and D = 1 indicating source and target domains, respectively, covariate shift states that the difference in distributions arises exclusively as a consequence of a shift in the marginal distributions, P (X|D = 0) = P (X|D = 1), while the conditional, P (Y |X), remains invariant. Using the domain variable D this assumption can thus be formulated as D ⊥ ⊥ Y |X. Assuming that changes in P (X) are caused externally (D − → X)-as opposed to some internal process like, for example, a sampling bias (X and/or Y − → D)-such simple covariate shift thus implicitly treats all features as causal (X − → Y ) [20] , for otherwise the v-structure at X would introduce a conditional dependence of Y on the domain D given X [8] . However, recent work argued that semi-supervised learning is not possible in such a causal learning setting (X → Y ) as P (X) and P (Y |X) should be independent mechanisms in this case [6, 17] . In other words, the conditional distributions of each variable given its causes (i.e., its mechanism) represent "autonomous modules that do not inform or influence each other" [14] . In the "anti-causal" direction (Y − → X), on the other hand, semi-supervised learning is, in principle, possible [7] . This motivates considering the specific case of covariate shift with both cause (X C ) and effect (X E ) features shown as a causal graph in Fig. 1 . (Note that, by the same v-structure argument as before, we require D − → X E for covariate shift to hold.) We thus assume throughout that-through prior causal inference, expert knowledge, or background information-the underlying causal structure is known and compatible with Fig. 1 . (This will be made precise in Sec. 3.) Due to the difficulty of causal inference [14] , this assumption limits the applicability of our approach when no domain knowledge is at hand. On the other hand, such an assumption illustrates how causal knowledge can guide a more effective use of unlabelled data away from the i.i.d. setting.
Two examples of real-world scenarios compatible with our setting of prediction from cause and effect features are as follows. (1) Predicting disease, Y , from risk factors like genetic predisposition or smoking, X C , and symptoms, X E : while we might have (possibly unlabelled) data from multiple geographical regions or demographic groups leading to different distributions over risk factors (D → X C ), we would not necessarily expect this to affect the behaviour of the disease itself (X C → Y → X E ). (2) Predicting a hidden intermediate state Y of a physical system with inputs X C and outputs X E : again, we might have data from various experiments with differing input distributions (D → X C ), but the laws of physics or nature (X C → Y → X E ) should not change.
Our approach is, what we will be referring to as, a semi-generative model, P (Y, X E |X C , θ), which combines ideas from invariant prediction [13] and generative modelling for semi-supervised learning, and which arises from the asymmetric roles played by cause and effect features under the assumption of independent causal mechanisms [6] . This approach leads to a domain-invariant model by conditioning on X C and naturally allows to include unlabelled data in the fitting process by summing or integrating out Y . The latter allows for learning of a map from cause to effect features, P (X E |X C ), from unlabelled data which can be used to impose a model constraint.
Previous Work and Relation to Current Contribution
A sizeable body of literature has been published on the topic of domain adaptation, see e.g. [11] for a recent survey. Our focus is on unsupervised domain adaptation under covariate shift where no labels from the target domain are available and the conditional P (Y |X) remains invariant. In general, the aim is to find a predictor, f : X → Y, which minimizes the target risk,
for a given loss function, L. Most previous works on this setting fit into one of two families.
Importance weighting approaches make use of the invariance of P (Y |X) to rewrite the unknown target distribution as P (X, Y |D = 1) = w(X)P (X, Y |D = 0), where the importance weights w(X) =
can be estimated from unlabelled data [19, 22, 15, 21] . This allows for empirical risk minimization on the reweighted labelled source sample to approximate the expected target risk.
Feature transformation approaches, on the other hand, are based on finding domain invariant features in a new (sub)space [3, 5] . Generally, they learn a map φ : X → X s.t. the projected features are as domain invariant as possible, P (φ(X)|D = 0) ≈ P (φ(X)|D = 1). Various criteria have been used to measure such similarity, e.g., MMD [10] , HSIC [24] , mutual information with D [18] , or performance of a domain classifier [4] . The final model is trained on the transformed labelled sample.
Note that in either approach unlabelled data is used for adaptation, which can be roughly seen as a preprocessing or feature selection step, while the final model is trained on labelled data only. The current work aims to also include unlabelled data in the model fitting when labelled data is scarce.
Learning with Cause and Effect Features
We now explicitly state our assumptions and show how they lead us to a semi-generative model. Moreover, we show how to fit the parameters of such a model using a maximum-likelihood approach. Note, however, that our semi-generative model can also easily be used in a Bayesian context, see the supplementary material for details and further experiments using a Bayesian approach.
Assumptions
Consider the setting of predicting the outcome of target random variable, Y , from the observation of two disjoint, non-empty sets of random variables, or features, X C and X E . Assume that we are given a small, labelled sample
from a source domain (D = 0) and a potentially large, unlabelled sample
j=nS +1 from a target domain (D = 1). We formalise our causal assumptions using Pearl's framework of a structural causal model (SCM) [12] . An SCM over a set of random variables
with corresponding causal graph G is defined by a set of equations,
Xi is the set of causal parents of X i in G, N i are mutually independent, random noise variables, and f i are deterministic functions. Assumption 1 (Causal structure). The relationship between the random variables X C , Y , X E and the domain indicator D is accurately captured by the following SCM:
(1)
where N C , N Y , and N E are mutually independent, and f C , f Y , and f E represent independent causal mechanisms.
This SCM is shown schematically in Fig. 2 . Note that, in particular, Assumption 1 does not allow for a direct influence of X C on X E ; rather cause and effect features are only linked through Y. This assumption also plays a key role in co-training [1] , arguably the most popular self-learning approach.
The (unknown) noise distributions together with Eq. (1)-(3) induce a range of observational and interventional distributions over (X C , Y, X E ) which depend on D. Here, we focus on the two observational distributions arising from the choice of D which we denote by P (X C , Y, X E |D = 0) (source domain) and P (X C , Y, X E |D = 1) (target domain). 
Analysis
Given that the joint distribution induced by an SCM factorises into independent mechanisms,
, it follows from Assumption 1 that
It is clear from Eq. (4) that only the distribution of causes is directly affected by the domain change, while the two mechanisms generating Y from X C , and X E from Y are invariant across domains. It is this invariance which we will exploit by learning a map from X C to X E from unlabelled data, which can be thought of as a noisy composition of f Y and f E as indicated by the dashed arrow in Fig. 2 .
Note that changes in the distribution of causes are still propagated through the two independent, domain-invariant mechanisms, P (Y |X C ) and P (X E |Y ), and thereby D also indirectly affects the distributions over Y and X E . We also note that for importance weighting it is sufficient to correct for the shift in X C . Writing w(X C ) = P (XC |D=1)
Thus conditioning on causal features is sufficient to obtain domain-invariance-an idea which also plays a central role in "Causal inference using invariant prediction" [13] .
Since it is the aim of domain adaptation to minimise the target-domain risk, we are interested in obtaining a good estimate of the target conditional, P (Y |X C , X E , D = 1). From Eq. (4), we have
As the last term does not depend on D, this shows that covariate shift indeed holds, as intended by construction. While it would be possible to write the target conditional differently, only conditioning on X C as in Eq. (6) leads to a domain invariant expression. Such invariance is necessary since, due to a lack of target labels, the numerator involving Y can only be estimated in the source domain.
Moreover, Eq. (6) shows that the conditional P (Y |X C , X E ) can be expressed exclusively in terms of the mechanisms P (Y |X C ) and P (X E |Y ), and is thus independent of the distribution over causes, P (X C |D). A better estimate of P (X C |D) obtainable from unlabelled data will thus not help improve our estimate of P (Y |X C , X E ). This is consistent with the claims of Schölkopf et al. that causal features are useless for semi-supervised learning, while effect features may help [17] . Another way to see this is directly from the data generating process, i.e., the SCM in Assumption 1. While Eq. (1) does not depend on Y (which is only drawn after X C ), Eq. (3) clearly does.
What is novel about our approach is explicitly considering both cause and effect features at the same time. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) we obtain
, N E , so that learning to predict X E from X C we may hope to improve our estimates of f Y and f E . In terms of the induced distribution, this corresponds to improving our estimates of P (Y |X C ) and P (X E |Y ) via a better estimate of P (X E |X C ), which we will refer to as the unsupervised model.
Semi-Generative Modelling Approach
Our analysis of the different roles played by X C and X E suggest fitting a model of the form
where θ = (θ Y , θ E ). We refer to the model on the LHS as semi-generative, as it can be seen as an intermediate between fully generative, P (X C , Y, X E |θ), and fully discriminative, P (Y |X C , X E , θ).
As opposed to a fully-generative model, our semi-generative model is domain invariant due to conditioning on X C and can thus be fitted using data from both domains. At the same time, as opposed to a fully-discriminative model, the semi-generative model also allows including unlabelled data by summing (if Y is discrete) or integrating (if Y is continuous) out Y ,
For our setting, a semi-generative framework thus combines the best from both worlds: domain invariance and the possibility to include unlabelled data in the parameter fitting process.
As it does not depend on labels, we will also refer to Eq. (8) as the unsupervised model. It is clear that we can always obtain the unsupervised model exactly for classification tasks. For regression, however, we are restricted to particular types of mechanisms P (Y |X C , θ Y ) and P (X E |Y, θ E ) for which the integral can be computed analytically. Otherwise we have to resort to approximating Eq. (8).
Our approach can then be summarised as follows. We train a semi-generative model P (Y, X E |X C , θ), formed by the two mechanisms P (Y |X C , θ Y ) and P (X E |Y, θ E ), on the labelled sample, such that the corresponding unsupervised model P (X E |X C , θ) (Eq. 8) agrees well with the unlabelled causeeffect pairs. For prediction, given a parameter estimate θ, the conditional P (Y |X C , X E , θ) can then easily be recovered from P (Y |X C , θ Y ) and P (X E |Y, θ E ) as in Eq. (6).
Fitting by Maximum Likelihood
The average log-likelihood of our semi-generative model given the labelled source data is given by
4 and importance-weighting by w(X C ) as described in Eq. (5) yields the weighted, or adapted, form
The corresponding average log-likelihood of the unsupervised model given unlabelled target data is
We propose to combine labelled and unlabelled data in a pooled log-likelihood by interpolating between average source (Eq. 9) and target (Eq. 11) log-likelihoods using λ ∈ (0, 1),
The hyperparameter λ can be seen as weight of the labelled sample and can depend on n S and n T .
Experiments
Since it is our goal to improve model performance with unlabelled data (n T ) when the amount of labelled data (n S ) is the main limiting factor, we focus in our experiments on the case of small n S (relative to the dimensionality) and compare learning curves as n T is increased.
Estimators and Compared Methods
We compare our approach with purely-supervised and importance-weighting approaches which take the known causal structure (Assumption 1) into account:
•θ S = arg max θ S (θ) -training on the labelled source data only (baseline, no adaptation)
•θ W S = arg max θ W S (θ) -training on reweighted source data (adaptation by importanceweighting using known weights on the synthetic datasets)
•θ λ P = arg max θ λ P (θ) -training on the entire pooled data set combining unweighted labelled and unlabelled data via λ (our proposed estimator)
Where applicable, we report the performance of a linear/logistic regression model,θ LR , trained on the joint feature set (X C , X E ), i.e., ignoring the known causal structure. Moreover, we also consider θ LR trained after applying different feature transformation methods (TCA [10] , MIDA [24] , SA [3] , GFK [5] ). For this we use the domain-adaptation toolbox by Ke Yan with default parameters [23] . To generate synthetic domain-adaptation datasets for binary classification which satisfy the assumed causal structure we draw from the following SCM:
Synthetic Classification Data
where
is the logistic sigmoid function. The resulting datasets all have linear decision boundaries, but can differ in domain-discrepancy, class-imbalance, and class-overlap or difficulty, depending on the choice of µ C , m and µ 0/1 , respectively. For one such choice, an example draw is shown in Fig. 3 . 1) . The corresponding unsupervised model (Eq. 8) is thus given by
This data generating process induces the distributions
where φ(x|µ, σ 2 ) denotes the pdf of a normal random variable with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Together with P (Y |X C , θ Y ) and P (X E |Y, θ E ) given above, Eq. (13) suffices to compute our estimator. Note that, like a logistic regression model, our model has three parameters: θ = (m, µ 0 , µ 1 ).
Real-World Regression Data
As a real-world example, we apply our approach for regression on the "Causal Protein-Signaling Network" data by Sachs et al. [16] , which contains single-cell measurements of 11 phospho-proteins and phospho-lipids under 14 different experimental conditions, as well as-important for our methodthe corresponding inferred causal graph. We focus on a subset of variables which seems most compatible with our assumptions, and from which we extract two domain adaptation datasets by taking source data to correspond to normal conditions while target data is obtained by intervention on the causal feature, see Fig. 4 . As can be seen, D 1 (MEK− →ERK− →AKT) shows a high similarity between domains, whereas D 2 (PKC− → PKA− →AKT) seems more challenging due to high domain discrepancy.
As is often the case with biological data, variables span multiple orders of magnitude and seem to be reasonably-well approximated by power laws. We therefore decide to first transform the data by taking logarithms and then fit a linear model in log-space, corresponding to a power-law relationship in original space. Denoting the log-transformed cause, target, and effect by X C , Y and X E as before, and using Gaussian noise with unknown variance, this corresponds to the following model:
Substituting for Y in the second line, and given that the sum of two Gaussian random variables is again Gaussian, we can compute the unsupervised model (Eq. 8) in this case as follows: (14) and (15) combined allow to compute our proposed estimator. To make predictions given a parameter estimate, we need to compute the arg max of the conditional (Eq. 6). It is given bŷ
which can be interpreted as a weighted average of the predictions of each of the two independent mechanisms. A detailed derivation of Eq. (16) can be found in the supplementary material.
To investigate how background knowledge can aid our approach in challenging real-world applications, we also fit a model under the constraint b, d ≤ 0, that is, fitting lines with negative slope on the harder data set D 2 . This constraint captures that both PKC→PKA and PKA→AKT appear to be inverse relationships-something which may be known in advance from domain expertise. 
Choosing the Hyperparameter λ
To choose λ ∈ (0, 1), we performed a grid search on synthetic data considering different combinations of n S and n T . For classification, this data was generated as detailed in Sec. 4.2 with a fixed choice of parameters. For regression, we used a linear Gaussian model to generate synthetic data.
For classification, we found that λ(n S , n T ) = nS nS +nT , giving equal weight to all observations (i.e., more weight to the unsupervised model as n T is increased), appears to be a good choice across different settings. In contrast, for linear regression a good choice of λ does not seem to depend strongly on n S and n T . Rather than weighting all observations equally, values of λ giving the fixed majority weight to the average supervised model appear to be preferred. We thus choose a constant λ = 0.8 for our regression experiments. Note, however, that this value can be further increased when more labelled data becomes available (e.g., a choice like λ(n S ) = 1 − 
Simulations and Evaluation
For synthetic classification experiments, we fix µ C = −1, m = 0, and vary n S , µ 0 , and µ 1 as indicated in the figure captions. We thus consider different amounts of labelled data and class-overlap, or difficulty. We perform 10 4 simulations, each time drawing a new training set of size (n S + n T ) and a new target-domain test set of size 10
3
. We report test-set averages of error rate and semi-generative negative log-likelihood (NLL), − log P (Y, X E |X C , θ). The latter is the quantity our model is trained to minimise, and thus acts as a proxy, or surrogate, for the non-convex and discontinuous 0-1 loss.
For real-world regression experiments, we draw n S labelled source training data, and reserve 200 target observations as test set. From the remaining target data, we then draw n T = 2, 4, ..., 512 additional unlablelled training data. (Each experiment performed by Sachs et al. [16] contains ca. 1000 measurements.) We perform 10 3 simulations and report test set averages of root mean squared error (RMSE).
Discussion and Conclusions
Classification results for two synthetic datasets are shown in Fig. 5 . For both the more difficult (5a), and the simpler (5b) data sets, average error rate and variance are monotonically decreasing as a function of n T , leading to significant (paired t-test with p=0.05) improvements of θ P over θ S , θ W S , and θ LR when sufficient unlabelled data is available. A very similar behaviour is observed for the semi-generative NLL, indicating that it is a suitable surrogate loss. Whereas the largest absolute drop in error rate (∼ 4%) is achieved on the more difficult dataset, the largest relative improvement (∼ 30%) and earlier saturation occur when-due to the larger absolute value of µ 0/1 -X E carries more information about Y . The latter is intuitive as X E can be interpreted as a second label in this case.
Regression results on the real datasets are shown in Fig. 6 . On the simpler D 1 , our approach outperforms the others when only four labelled observations are available (6a). As n S is increased Figure 6: Test set averages of RMSE on the real-world regression data sets [16] in log-log scale, using λ = 0.8 except for the dark red curves on D 2 which correspond to λ = nS nS +nT . On the more difficult dataset D 2 (see the higher RMSE), we restricted θ S and θ P to lines with negative slope. to 16 (6b), however, feature transformation methods gain the upper hand. Given that even θ LR (coinciding with the curve of TCA) yields better results in this case, a possible explanation is that-due to the common confounder PKA (see Fig. 4 )-our assumptions are violated. On the much more challenging D 2 , none of the methods yields low RMSE, but the restricted version of our approach performs best, followed by the restricted version of the purely-supervised baseline.
Comparison with Feature-Transformation Methods The case of D 2 illustrates a potential advantage of our approach for real-world applications. Since we use raw features, it is possible to incorporate available domain expertise in the model. Since variables resulting from a transformation of the joint feature set are no longer easily interpretable, including background knowledge is much harder for transformed features. As such transformations can also introduce new dependencies between variables, it is not clear how our approach and feature transformations can be easily combined. An interesting idea though could be to relax the assumption D − → X E , and then try to correct for the shift in X E due to D by learning a transformation of X E only which maximises domain invariance of φ(X E )|X C prior to applying our approach.
Combination with Importance Weighting Importance weighting, on the other hand, should not be seen as an alternative, but rather as complementary to our approach. Through the unlabelled target sample we obtain an estimate of P (X C , X E |D = 1) = P (X C |D = 1)P (X E |X C ). The first factor can be used to estimate importance weights, whereas our work has focused on improving the model via information carried by the second factor. Both ideas could be combined by forming a weighted pooled log-likelihood, λ W P , by replacing S by W S in Eq. (12) . Model Flexibility and Role of λ It seems our approach is more promising for classification than for regression tasks. Too much emphasis on the unlabeled data (as controlled by λ) can, for regression in particular, lead to overfitting of the unsupervised model. This can be observed on D 2 for large enough n T using λ(n S , n T ), and is further illustrated on synthetic data in the supplement. Since the main difference between regression and classification in our approach is summing over a finite-, or integrating over an infinite number of y when computing the unsupervised model (Eq. 8), we conjecture that model flexibility plays an important role in determining the success of our approach. If there is a bottleneck at Y , so that only few values y can explain a given cause-effect pair (x C , x E ), then the unsupervised model can help to improve our estimates of P (Y |X C ) and P (X E |Y ), as demonstrated for the case of binary classification. If, on the other hand, many possible y can explain the observed (x C , x E ) equally well, then the unsupervised model is less useful.
General Applicability Since this work assumes a certain causal structure, our approach should not be applied as black box to data for which no causal knowledge can be inferred. However, we have shown that, when our assumptions are satisfied, it is possible to not only adapt, but also significantly improve a model from unlabelled data. For this to work, it seems that the conditional independence of X C and X E given Y plays a central role, as only then can learning P (X E |X C ) impose constraints on the supervised model. A semi-generative model thus provides a general approach to learning with conditionally-independent cause and effect features and unlabelled data, and only requires specification of the two independent mechanisms, P (Y |X C ) and P (X E |Y ).
